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Introduction
The following learning plans and activities have theoretical and practical implications for
anyone who is curious about discovering new things. The learning plans and activities are
designed to actively engage us in our ongoing quest to make meaning from the world
around us.
Imagination plays a key role in the learning process, and stories are good basic training
for imagination. They provide us with things to think about that challenge and stimulate
the imaginative powers we think with by engaging our emotions.
Our very first lessons are through sound. Because ears are fully formed before birth,
infants begin learning about sound even before they are born. Studies have shown that
when infants are presented with sound and visual stimuli at the same time, their attention
will go to the sound. Perhaps for this reason, children do not discriminate the same way
as adults between noise, sound, and music. They can remind us to be fascinated by all
kinds of sounds - making them, hearing them, and learning about them.
It’s important to talk about sound!
• nature makes sounds
• we can make sounds with our bodies and our voices
• objects can make sounds
• sounds can be loud or soft
Stories have emotional importance....

Note to Educators
The following learning plans and activities have been designed to accompany the ebook
Elly’s Lost and Found Sounds. They have been developed with primary and elementaryaged children in mind. They can easily be adapted for large and small groups of children,
and can be used in schools as well as outside of traditional classroom settings. The
learning plans have not been designed as a sequence, but could be grouped together in
order to facilitate an in-depth exploration of the themes and features of the Elly’s Lost and
Found Sounds ebook.
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Learning Plan Overview
Learning Plan 1: Sounds and Feelings: An Exploration in Listening
Learning Plan 2: Sounds and their Absence: An Exploration in Silence
Learning Plan 3: Sound Signatures and Acoustic Ecology

Sound Activities Overview
Stealth Walking
Sound Walks
Sound Journalling
Sound Story
Sound Circle
Group Listening
Chew and Listen
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Learning Plan 1: Sounds and Feelings: An Exploration in Listening
Activity 1
Listen to a variety of sound effects and discuss how different sounds might be associated
with different feelings.
Examples of sound effects might include:
• waves
• thunder
• construction site
• baby crying
• bird song
• wind
• rain
• howling wolves
• traffic
Have children close their eyes when they listen. Pose question: Is it easier to listen with
your eyes open or eyes closed? Discuss.
Activity 2
Talk about the differences between what is usually considered noise, sound and music.
Pose question: Can sounds be music?
Discuss what might make a sound pleasing/unpleasant.
Have children list any five sounds from their environment that they heard today.
Have them describe sounds they particularly liked and any they did not.
Discuss the following:
• Is the world dominated by things to see, or things to hear?
• What kinds of jobs require good listening skills?
Activity 3
View the Elly’s Lost and Found Sounds ebook with children.
After viewing, pose question: How did the story of Elly’s Lost and Found Sounds make
you feel?
Examples might include:
• curious
• playful
• reflective
• inspired (would you like to follow sounds of your own to see where they might
take you?)
• engaged (did you want to follow Elly as she followed sounds?)
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Learning Plan 2: Sounds and their Absence: An Exploration in Silence
Rationale:
Stories provide a valuable structure for remembering lessons and facilitating recall. They
can provide an accessible way to understand and remember abstract concepts.
Activity 1
View the Elly’s Lost and Found Sounds ebook with children.
After viewing:
• Invite children to share what Elly learned about sounds.
• Invite children to share what Elly learned about silence.
• Invite children to share what silence means to them.
Activity 2
Discuss the importance of silence:
We should never underestimate the importance of silence in our lives. Very often we are
surrounded with noise all day long and over time we desensitize our aural faculties by
shutting out sounds. Quiet time allows us to take a break from noise, and sound. Quiet
time allows us to think and reflect. Silence gives us an opportunity to build awareness
about our innermost thoughts. Silence brings clarity to thought and when we think clearly,
we are inclined to make wise choices. Silence may help to clear clutter from our minds.
Silence helps nourish creativity.
Encourage the children to discuss their own experiences with silence. Examples of
questions to pose include:
• What happens when there is silence?
• Are you comfortable with silence?
• Do our thoughts turn inwards in the absence of sound clutter? Do we become
better listeners? Do we notice sounds we hadn’t heard before? Do we tend to
slow down?
• Have there been times when you were asked to be quiet and found it difficult?
• Have there been times when you wanted to be quiet?
Suggest to children that the next time they are asked to be quiet they can use the time to
practice fine tuning their hearing by paying attention to every sound around them, from
the loudest sounds to the softest, barely audible sounds.
Encourage children to take comfort in silence.
Discuss and brainstorm opportunities to be silent during the day, such as:
• while enjoying something to eat
• while being still and watching nature
• while walking in the woods
• while walking long or short distances
• immediately after waking up
• just before falling asleep
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Activity 3
Lead children through one or more of the suggested sound activities described below
(Sound Journalling, Sound Story, Sound Circle, Group Listening, and Chew and Listen), in
order to provide opportunities to experience silence and sharpen listening skills.
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Learning Plan 3: Sound Signatures and Acoustic Ecology
Activity 1
Discuss the concept of “sound signatures,” which are sounds that become identified with
a particular place. Pose the following questions:
• What kinds of sounds make your house a home?
• What kinds of sounds would you be likely to hear in your neighbourhood?
• What kinds of sounds would you be likely to hear in a city? In a forest? By the
sea? In other parts of the world?
Activity 2
Discuss the concept of Acoustic Ecology:
Acoustic Ecology, also known as soundscape studies, explores the relationship, mediated
through sound, between living beings and their environment. The idea of Acoustic
Ecology was started by the musician and composer R.Murray Schafer in the 1960s as
part of the World Soundscape Project. Acoustic Ecology suggests that we try to hear the
acoustic (or sound)environment around us as a musical composition. Because every
listening experience is unique, Schafer proposes that we, as active and intentional
listeners, are then like composers.
Activity 3
In order to provide opportunities to experience silence and sharpen listening skills,
lead children through one or more of the two suggested sound activities: Stealth Walking,
and Sound Walks.

Sound Activities
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Stealth Walking
Introduce children to the term ‘stealth walking’, or ‘walking while making as little noise as
possible’. Encourage children to walk ‘as quietly as a leopard’. With practice, we can
improve and indeed master the art of stealth walking by carefully watching where, and
how, we step. Practice stealth walking in groups, or alone.
Sound Walks
(from Soundwalking by Hildegaard Westerkamp originally published in Sound Heritage, Vol. III Number 4)
The essential purpose of a sound walk is to expose participants to raw sound
environments and to investigate their composition as an experience in uncompromised
listening. Over time, participants learn to listen discriminatively, and moreover, are invited
to make critical judgments about the sounds heard and their contribution to the balance
or imbalance of the sonic environment.
A sound walk can be designed in many different ways. It can be done alone or with a
friend (in the latter case the listening experience is more intense and can be a lot of fun
when one person wears a blindfold and is led by the other). It can also be done in small
groups, in which case it is always interesting to explore the interplay between group
listening and individual listening by alternating between walking at a distance from or right
in the middle of the group. A sound walk can furthermore cover a wide area or it can just
centre around one particular place. No matter what form a sound walk takes, its focus is
to rediscover and reactivate our sense of hearing.
The first sound walk can be done anywhere, at any time, and as often as desired. For the
sake of intensity it may be wise to limit the walk initially to a small area or even to one
particular spot. Different people may spend varying lengths of time on this walk. In each
case it depends on how long it takes to remove the initial hearing barriers, how deep the
involvement is and how much fascination can be found in such an exploration.
During a sound walk:
• Start by listening to the sounds of your body while moving. They are closest to
you and establish the first dialogue between you and the environment. If you can
hear even the quietest of these sounds you are moving through an environment
which is scaled on human proportions. In other words, with your voice or your
footsteps for instance, you are "talking" to your environment which then in turn
responds by giving your sounds a specific acoustic quality.
Pose the following questions and prompts:
• Try to move without making any sound. Is it possible?
• Listen to the sounds nearby. Make a list of what you hear.
• Can you detect: other people, nature sounds, mechanical sounds, interesting
rhythms, regular beats, high and low pitches, intermittent or discrete sounds,
rustles, bangs, swishes, thuds....
• What are the sources of the different sounds that you hear?
• Lead your ears away from these sounds and listen beyond-----into the distance.
• What is the quietest sound that you hear?
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• So far you have isolated sounds from each other in your listening and gotten to
know them as individual entities. But each one of them is part of a bigger
environmental composition. Therefore reassemble them all and listen to them as if
to a piece of music played by many different instruments.
• Do you like what you hear?
• Pick out the sounds you like the most and create the ideal soundscape in
the context of your present surroundings.
• What would be its main characteristics? Is it just an idealistic dream or could
it be made a reality?
“Let’s climb out of our bubbles now, emerge from behind our screens, walls,
loudspeakers and headphones and open our ears directly to the environment. Let's go for
another soundwalk!” Hildegaard Westerkamp
Sound Journalling
This could take the form of words, source drawings, or recordings of favorite or everyday
sounds collected and compiled over a specific or indeterminate period of time.
Sound Story
Invite children to create a story using one, or a combination of oral, written, and illustrated
techniques about following a sound that led to other sounds.
Children could perhaps draw their own “main character” - considering whether the
character would be a human, an animal, an imaginary creature, an self portrait, etc. They
would then show their character on a journey or adventure - in an environment with many
different sounds. They would create a collage to show this environment - using materials
such as:
• found natural materials
• magazine pictures
• textured fabric
• cut up recycled books
• maps
• recycled materials such as cardboard, plastic, metal, etc.
Sound Circle
Introduce a selection of sounds to the class. These sounds should originate from a variety
of objects, and might range from loud and coarse, to soft and subtle. Introduce the
objects by name as the source of the various sounds.
Objects might include:
• a stainless steel bowl with a bit of water swirled around in it
• a piece of paper
• a little bell
• a bigger bell
• a water dropper
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Have children sit in a circle with their backs to you at the center. Generate sounds from
the variety of introduced objects one at a time and have children identify the source of the
sound without looking at the objects.
Group Listening
Go outside together and listen, in silence, as a group, for five minutes. Talk about the
different sounds that were heard. Talk about the sounds that might not have been heard if
you had not been listening without making a sound.
Chew and Listen
Invite children to explore sound using the mouth and crackers. Have children take one or
two crackers and chew them, and have them listen to how it sounds. Next, have them
bite and cover their ears as they chew. Children will be amazed by the difference in sound
(louder with ears covered). Explain that sound travels faster through solid objects (like the
bones in your head) than through the air - that’s why the sound is louder when ears are
covered - because the sound isn’t traveling through the air. It’s called bone conduction
and is the reason why we sound different to ourselves on a tape or video. Without the
usual bone conduction - ie without your ears covered - your voice sounds lighter and
higher.

Listen
listen
listen... follow sounds...
and learn to interpret what they say about the world we live in!
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Sources, Additional Sound Activities and Further Reading
Soundwalking, By Hildegard Westerkamp
http://www.sfu.ca/~westerka/writings%20page/articles%20pages/soundwalking.html
The American Speech - Language - Hearing Association website offers a comprehensive
list of audio games and activities to sharpen listening skills. You can find it at:
http://www.mnsu.edu/comdis/kuster4/part88.html
The Blind Man and the Hunter
Tales of Wisdom and Wonder
Retold by Hugh Lupton Bath, Barefoot Books, 1998
http://mir.pravo.by/webroot/delivery/files/books/The%20blind%20man%20and%20the
%20hunter.pdf
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